Abstract-BPEL is becoming the mainstream of service oriented software, there are many exception handling models of BPEL. Toward the problem that how to guarantee the correctness of these models, this paper presents a model checking correctness approach of CPN (Colored Petri Nets)model based on temporal property, describes the temporal property using CTL(Computer Tree Logic). Correctness checking is implemented by the ASK-CTL tool of the CPN Tools. Finally, based on a case study of automobile assembling pipeline system, the CPN model of the case process is designed; the results of temporal property correctness checking are given, which can help the modeler to find the errors of the model as early as possible.
I. INTRODUCTION WS-BPEL (Web Service Business Process Execution
Language, BPEL for short) is business process execution language, which can link up several different web services through related business logic and create a huge and perfect business process. BPEL is becoming the mainstream of service oriented software, but BPEL process faces much newer and more complex exception situation comparing with single web service. So we must use formal method to describe the exception handling logic before developing exception handling logic of BPEL.
Though many exception handling models of BPEL have been brought out, there exists some problems in these models, such as how to formally model and analysis BPEL's exception handling logic, and how to guarantee the correctness of the models, this paper presents a CPN model for exception handling of BPEL(CPN4EH for short),and proposes a correctness verification approach of modeling exception handling logic based on temporal property ,which can help the modeler to find the errors of the models as early as possible.
At present, there are many validation researches of workflow correctness, but a little work on correctness validation of CPN model. The common correctness judgment is lacking. Most researches are focus on reachability properties, liveness properties, boundless properties etc. We need consider how to define the logical and temporal relation of model elements, how to guarantee the ordering of the BPEL execution.
The contribution of this article is a model check approach of CPN4EH based on CTL, it allows correctness checking through the ASK-CTL tool of the CPN Tools. We describe the correctness properties using CTL (Computer Tree Logic) temporal logic including reachability properties, conflict properties, seperation properties, termination properties.We first establish a formal model for BPEL exception handling logic (CPN4EH) and provid the formal definitions for the CPN4EH model. CPN4EH added four special places to model the activities and exception handling mechanism for BPEL, we show how the correctness verification approach can be applied to the CPN4EH. This paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces the related research; section 3 gives the CPN4EH model of BPEL exception handling logic; Section 4 illustrates the correctness verification approach for CPN4EH model based on temporal property; section 5 designs CPN4EH model of the case and gives correctness verification results based on a case study of automobile assembling pipeline system; the last section presents some conclusions and ideas for future work.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
There are some scholars have gain a lot valuable achievement on correctness verification research. S.Nakajima [1] transforms BPEL into Promela which is input language of SPIN tool, he uses linear temporal logic(LTL) to describe the correctness properties of Web service composition. Fu [2] models BPEL using guard automata, and develops support tools of WSAT. He translates guard automata into Promela model, uses LTL to describe the desired temporal properties, and uses SPIN model checking tool to analysis the model. A. Ferrara [3] uses the process algebra LOTOS to model BPEL4WS, verifies the model through verification tool CADP, temporal logic verification is used on web service composition. In china, Fan Guisheng [4] uses Petri nets in the framework for exception detecting and handling, which focuses on the targeting failure of available services, component failure and network failure. The corresponding exception models are given. Based on the model, the correctness criterion of exception handling is given to analyze exception handling model, and its correctness is proven. CTL is used to specify the related properties and enforcement algorithm of fault analysis. Duan Zhenhua aims to ensure the correctness of BPEL, based on modeling check tool of extension CPN. The properties of the given BPEL processes, such as security and liveness, can be verified, the design time error of BPEL processes can be found effectively.
III. BPEL EXCEPTION HANDLING MODEL CPN4EH
We describe the exception handling mechanism of BPEL through CPN (Colored Petri Net) that proposed by Jensen [7] . CPN are a high-level Petri Net where tokens are of some specified type (colored set). It combines Petri net and programming language, which will help to build a model of concurrent systems and analyze its nature. CPN models can be created using CPN Tools, a graphical software tool used to create, edit, simulate, and analyze models [8] .
We propose an exception handling logic model for BPEL described by CPN.CPN4EH adds four places based on CPN to model the activities and exception handling mechanism of BPEL. CPN4EH transforms BPEL to CPN4EH models, provides the formal definitions for the CPN4EH model of BPEL activities. A detailed introduction of CPN4EH can be found in [9] . CPN4EH uses transition of Petri Net to model the activity of BPEL.CPN4EH adds a pre-condition place in front of the transition which may produce exception, and adds a post-condition place after the transition. Pre-condition place checks whether the transition (BPEL activity) exists an exception. Post-condition place checks whether the exception handling logic has been completed. Figure 1 is the CPN4EH model of a basic activity, transition X models an activity of BPEL. The Precondition place (PRE_x) checks whether the transition exists exception before the execution of the activity, The Post-condition place (POST_x) checks whether the exception handling of the activity is normally completed. Figure 2 is the CPN4EH model of <scope>. We define STOP and RUN places. The STOP place stops the normal process of <scope> when an exception occurs, it obtains a token before the exception is handled. RUN places represents exception handling is normally completed; it obtains a token and implements the normal process of <scope>. The main purpose of STOP and RUN places is to record the beginning and finish position of exception handling, and help to transform from the normal process to the exception handling process. The CPN4EH of other BPEL activities can be modeled in terms of this approach. Fault handling in a business process can be thought of as a mode switching from the normal processing in a scope. Figure 3 is the CPN4EH model of <fault handlers>.It can separate the exception handling process from the normal handling process. Before the execution of transition X, we add an exception handling of <fault Handlers> activity. The left process of figure 3 is the exception handling process; the right is the normal handling process. Transition "hf" models <fault handlers> activity, "PRE_hf" place is the pre-condition place, "POST_h" place is the post-condition place. After X produces an exception, <scope> sends a token to STOP pace before invokes the <fault handlers> activity, the normal process will be stopped, and the process switches to the exception handling process. If "hf" transition has finished, it will send a token to 'run' place, and the process switches to the normal handling process. A <compensation handlers> activity is used to compensate the behavior of a successfully completed scope which immediately enclosed inside the scope. Figure 4 is the CPN4EH model of <compensation handlers>.Transition 'FH' is the <compensation handlers> activity which is used in a <fault handlers>(FH) activity of the <scope>. The specification of <compensation handlers> CPN4EH model is similar to the <fault handlers> CPN4EH model. Transition 'EH' represents the <event handlers> activity. An event handler must contain at least one <onEvent> or one <onAlarm> element. Once the <scope> begins, it is ready to invoke "EH". At the same time, event 'enormal' is enabled. When the 'enormal' event occurs, the instance of EH is build, the activity HE("handling event") is executed. Finally,the <scope> of normal process is finished, the transition 'enormal' is enabled. The <event handlers> can run concurrently and are invoked when the corresponding event occurs. The event handler could throw a fault to cause the ongoing work to be undone and compensated.
A. The CPN4EH Models of BPEL Activities
Termination handlers provide the ability for scopes to control the semantics of forced termination to some degree; it can realize the clear-up work. Figure 6 is the CPN4EH model of <termination handlers>, it uses the 'Stop' and 'Run' places. In the scope, the transition X is to be stopped, a token is send to 'STOP' place before the execution of X which represents that the process is to be halted. When the transition X need be executed, a token is send to 'RUN' place, then X can be resumed. ① P is a finite set of places. ② T is a finite set of transitions T such that PT . ③ A P T T P     is a set of directed arcs. ④ Σ is a finite set of non-empty color sets. ⑤ V is a finite set of typed variables such that Type   v  for all variables vV  . ⑥ C:P→Σ is a color set function that assigns a color set to each place.
⑦ G:T→EXPRv is a guard function that assigns a guard to each transition t such that Type [G(t)] =Bool. ① CPN=(P, T, A, , V, C, G, E, I); ② pre P P  is a finite set of pre-condition places. ③ post P P  is a finite set of post-condition places. ④ stop P P  is a finite set of stop places. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL PROPERTY CORRECTNESS
FOR CPN4EH Based on the CPN4EH models of section 3, this paper proposes a model checking approach to check the temporal property correctness, the properties are expressed in CTL which are verified by model checking tool ASK-CTL of CPN Tools. The checking properties include reachability properties, conflict properties, termination properties, separation properties of the normal process and the exception handling process.
A. Model Checking CPN4EH with ASK-CTL tool
Introduction of CTL and ASK-CTL The model checking approach for the temporal property correctness is based on CTL (Computer Tree Logic). We describe correctness properties using CTL temporal logic including reachability properties, termination properties, conflict properties etc.CTL is a propositional branching time temporal logic. Full and partial state spaces can be generated and analyzed with CPN Tools, based on the state spaces of CPN4EH, ASK-CTL [10] is a CTL-like logic which is used to specify properties, it allows evaluating and validating expressions written in Standard ML. The process of correctness validation for CPN4EH model
The process of correctness validation for CPN4EH model is as follows.
① Firstly, we build CPN4EH model on the basis of initial BPEL code.
② Based on CPN4EH, we construct state space of the CPN4EH model on the CPN Tools.
③ ASK-CTL Library is installed through the statements: use (ogpath^"ASKCTLIoader.sml"); open ASKCTL.
④ The temporal properties of CPN4EH model are described through ASK-CTL formula, it can be written through 'auxiliary text' of CPN Tools. The CTL formula of temporal property is converted to ACK-CTL formula. We use command "Evaluate ML" to check the formula.
⑤ If the error is checked through model checking, then we can locate the wrong place of the CPN4EH model, and find the wrong BPEL code through inversion mapping. 
B. Reachability Properties Validation
Reachability is an important characteristic of Petri net; reachability means that whether exception handling logic can reach any specific state as a result of required specification, it determines whether there exists an occurrence sequence from the marking of the first node to the marking of the second.
Reachability can be expressed with CTL formula EFpf. A marking Mｎ in a CPN is said to be reachable if there exists at least one firing sequence δ, so that M 0 can reach Mｎ.CTL formula is M 0 →(EF Mｎ).
In CPN4EH model, we need to check reachability properties. For example, if the state of <scope> is the exception handling process, but possible to eventually reach the state of normal process, this property can be expressed in a CTL formula as: AG((ExceptionHandling)→AF(NormalHandling)).
C. Conflict Properties
Conflict properties are very common during the execution of BPEL process, an incorrect exception handling may result in resource access confliction, that is, none of these atomic processes can progress due to the fact that the critical resources they need have been allocated and unavailable. Conflict properties can be defines as follows: 
In CPN4EH model, we need to check conflict properties. It means that the state of exception handling process and the state of normal process can never occur at the same time, as well as the <scope> never reaches a state where two processes are in the critical state. The following temporal formulas are used to check the conflict properties: AG¬(NormalHandling^ ExceptionHandling).
D. Separation Properties Validation
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are used in the text, even after they have been defined in the abstract. Do not use abbreviations in the title unless they are unavoidable.
Separation properties check whether the normal process separates from the exception handling process, it's defined by the following CTL formula:
(1) if <scope> wants to convert to the normal handling process, and then the value of tokens in the run place is true. The temporal formula is as fellows: AG((run)→EF(normalhandling)) (2) if <scope> wants to convert to the exception handling process, and then the value of tokens in the stop place is true. The CTL temporal formula is as fellows: AG((stop)→EF(Exceptionhandling)) or AG(StartException→EX(StopNormal)) (3) After begin a exception handling,<scope> always transforms from the normal handling process to the exception handling process, the corresponding CTL formula is ¬( EU(tt,¬(¬StartException  AU(tt, StopNormal)))).
(4) After stop a exception handling, <scope> always returns to the normal handling process at the next step, the corresponding CTL formula is AG(StopException→EX(ReturnNormal)). 
E. Termination Validation of Exception Handling
A CPN4EH is terminated if there is no infinite firing sequence, it can eventually reach a terminal state to announce its completion. A proper termination means that all the control flows of <scope> should terminate when the process reaches an exit state.
(1) <Scope> can always reach the return point of the process; the corresponding CTL is AG (ReturnPoint).
(2) As long as the process has been normally executed, <scope> always reaches the termination of the process, the corresponding CTL is AG(Start→AF(termination)).
V. CASE STUDY

A. Designing CPN4EH Model of the Case System
Through a case study from the domain of vehicle production assemble line; we illustrate the validation approach of temporal property correctness. This case is service oriented system which is driven by BPEL process, each activity is implemented through web service. Figure  8 is the BPEL figure of automobile assembling pipeline process. There is a <sequence> activity in the <scope>, it receives mobile number through < receive> activity, the other activities include < assign>, < reply>, < invoke> etc. Figure 9 is the CPN4EH model which modeling the exceptions handling logic of the automobile assembling pipeline process. <scope>,<scope1>,<receive>, <sequence>,<assign>,<assign>,<reply>,<invoke>,<invok e>,<invoke> activities of the BPEL process is modeled by transitions "q", "q1", "receive", "sequence", "asss", "assign2", "reply", "in1", "q3", "inv2", "inv3", "invoke4" respectively in figure 9 . 
B. Temporal Property Correctness Validation of Case
Based on the CPN4EH model of BPEL process for vehicle assembles line case, we can validate the temporal property correctness which is mentioned in section 4. The above properties are expressed using ASK-CTL. Reachability properties According to the specification of section 4, by means of a simple query it is possible to check reachability properties. We consider the situation that if the state of <scope> is the exception handling process, but it will eventually reach the state of normal process in CPN4EH model, and if it is to implement the conversion, the value of token in the run place must be true. We make an example of the first exception handling of Scope1 (the first <scope>), the query depicted in table 2 evaluates ASK-CTL formula that checks whether for all execution paths that start from Stop place ('STop1' place in figure  9) ,it is always possible to reach Run place ('RUn1' place in figure 9 ). The queries are implemented using CPN ML.
The result of table 2 tells us that the requirement is satisfied. Conflict properties Conflict properties check that the state of exception handling process and the state of normal process can never occur at the same time. We make a query depicted in table 3 which checks whether 'STop1' place and 'RUn1' place both have tokens at the same time. The proposition of table 3 is checked using the command "Evaluate ML", and the result is true that proofs the formula is true.
Separation properties Validation (1) if <scope> wants to switch to the exception handling process, and then the value of tokens in the 'Stop' place is true.
We make an example of 'Scope1', the expression depicted in table 4 evaluates that after starting from 'Pre_q1' place, and 'STop1' place can always be reached. The model checking result of table 4 is true which means the property is satisfied.
(2) After finishing an exception handling, <scope> can always return to the normal handling process at the next step
We make an example of 'Scope1', the ASK-CTL formula is on the right corner of table 5, and it allows verifying that after starting from 'stop1' place, 'run1' place can always be reached. The checking result is true which means the property is satisfied. The return point of the exception handling is the postcondition place of <scope>. We make an example of 'Scope1', the return point of the exception handling is the 'post_q1' place. After starting from 'Pre_q1' place, the return point ('post_q1' place) can always be reached. Table 6 is the model checking of this property. The result of table 6 is true which means the property is satisfied.
(2) As long as the process has been normally executed, <scope> always reaches the termination of the process. The checking result shows this property is satisfied. use(ogpath^"/ASKCTL/ASKCTLloader.sml"); fun DesiredPre_q1 n = ((Mark.example1'Pre_q1 1 n<> empty) andalso ((Mark.example1'post_q1 1 n) ==empty)); fun Desiredpost_q1 n = ((Mark.example1'Pre_q1 1 n == empty) andalso ((Mark.example1'post_q1 1 n) <>empty)); val formula1=AND(POS(INV(NF("DesiredPre_q1", DesiredPre_q1))), EXIST_NEXT (NF("Desiredpost_q1", Desiredpost_q1))); eval_node formula1 InitNode Checking result
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposes a model checking approach to check the temporal property correctness of the CPN4EH model, the properties are expressed in CTL which are verified by Model checking tool ASK-CTL of CPN Tools. The checking properties include reachability properties, conflict properties, termination properties, separation properties of normal process and the exception handling process. This approach can check whether the CPN4EH model meets the required formal specification, and helps to check the correctness of the model for model designer.
To make our approach more applicable in practice, our future work will include counterexample model checking, developing tool of temporal property correctness verification approach through extending CPN Tools.
